Abstract-The shadow direction as well as length of objects will change along with the change of sun shinning over the earth and this paper establishes a model to research on the shadow changes in a certain period with a same pole in the same position so as to know the time changes and location.
I. INTRODUCTION
When the sun shines over opaque objects, black shadows shall be generated on the ground and suppose the observation point does not change, the shadow of objects shall change along with the time changes because of the sun. This paper constitutes by three parts. The first part determines the observation time, location so as to study on the change of shadow length; the second part determines the observation location based on the observation time and shadow vertex; finally, by analyzing the shadow length changes based on time to determine the concrete location of objects and observation time.
II. CHANGES OF LENGTH OF SHADOW
Take the contact point of pole and ground as the initial point and the distance between the initial point to end of pole shadow is known as the length of pole shadow which changes along with earth revolution and rotation which can be calculated based on the sun elevation angle. The earth revolution effect is depicted based on declination of sun and geographic latitude, What's more, the hour angle is t and T refers to the local time in 24-hour format, sun elevation angle demonstrate in  [1] 
V. MODEL PROMOTION
By shooting object video we can also determine the object location and recording date, which mainly adopts Total Video Converter to cut the image and then analyze these images to have the coordinate of pole shadow vertex and shadow length. Concrete operations show as follows: we cut one image per two minutes however, the picture is too large in original video and we only need the images for shadow changing. Before cutting images, we firstly cut frame size to remove unnecessary parts and set custom options to choose each image per three seconds to have 7,324 pictures. Among which, we choose one among 360 pictures (namely per two minutes) to have 20 pictures. In addition, the incidental imread function of MATLAB can help to read these 20 pictures and demonstrate in the form of formats and we can have 20 tables xi. As time changes, the location of shadow changes while coordinate value also changes. While subtract the close two tables we can have table yi and then we get the sum to have a new table which is three-dimensional data. Then, with the help of rgb2gray function and imadjust function we can transform the three-dimensional table to two-dimensional table. At last, imshow order can be adopted to restore the image to have the changing trajectory of shadow. These 20 pictures cannot help to directly see the change of shadows which have to be processed, to be matriculated and digitized. Each point in the picture has a responding elementary data and while we open the program to enlarge for 800 times and meanwhile point at shadow vertex we can have responding coordinates which are beneficial to have the coordinates of pole. Suppose the bottom is the initial point and we subtract these two, we can have relative coordinate of shadow vertex. Finally, taking advantage of the formula 1 and 2, we are able to approximately determine the geographic longitude, geographic latitude of observation location, pole length as well as observation date.
